PowerPoint Presentation

1. Chapter Content (40 points)

______ information given is presented in an interesting way and is connected to target curriculum.
______ includes reliable, factual information, and is accurate
______ all information is well researched, well written
______ additional supportive detail to the main point(s) is given
______ all information is written clearly and concisely with a logical progression of ideas and supporting information
______ all material shows a strong understanding of major ideas and displays critical thinking in placement of text, sequencing of pages, and page composition
______ presentation show significant evidence of originality and inventiveness
______ audience has clear sense of the main idea

2. Chapter Content: Technical (35 points)

______ presentation includes the appropriate number of slides for the content
______ presentation includes a variety of text fields, graphics, sounds and transitions.
______ presentation has a professional look with an overall graphical theme that appeals to the audience, compliments the information, and each slide is visually neat incorporating a variety of layouts.
______ each slide uses text, graphics, sounds and transitions that communicate and compliment information being shared
______ background and colors enhance the readability of text
______ all graphics, video, audio, 3-D, or other enhancements are used effectively to enrich the learning experience and contribute significantly to convey the intended meaning.
______ presentation visually depicts material and appeals to audience.

3. Communication (20 points)

______ a different form of communication to the group during the presentation, other than simply reading the screen is used
______ each slide is used as a lead into the wealth of additional information on the topic
______ eye contact is maintained with audience and voice is modulated in addition to your visual on-screen sharing
______ time was used effectively

4. Citing References (5 points)

______ all sources are properly cited within the presentation according to APA style